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Introducing the All-New
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For over 35 years, Hurco Technologies, Inc. has brought
many new products and innovations to the municipal
sewer and water industry. Our products can be found in
specifications across the country and around the world.
Our edge has always been our fresh and innovative look at
processes and designs. We are proud of the fact that our
competition, some who have been around for decades,
take our innovative designs and build similar products. To
us, this is the greatest form of flattery.
Built to Last
Hurco products are built to last. Using high strength steels
and subjecting our products to tough testing at independent structural engineering laboratories, mean you are
getting quality and reliability. Hurco is so confident in its
Spin Doctor boom, that we are the only manufacturer that
offers a Life Time Warranty on our boom against failure due
to the torque applied when exercising those tough valves.
That’s confidence in our processes and designs!
Innovation
Hurco offers municipalities, utilities and contractors a full
line of equipment to test and repair sewer and water lines.
Most of these tools are innovations of Hurco and covered
by several Patents or other Patents Pending. Reliability
and innovation has always been our reputation and we
have never sacrificed safety in any of our designs. Hurco

is proud of its safety record, not one single liability claim in
our entire history.
A Commitment to Improvement
Hurco is proud of its history of listening to our customers
and adapting our process and equipment to meet their demands. After all, who knows what is required in the field better than that person who is there every day. We will continue
to listen to you and will never compromise customer satisfaction to save money. As part of this commitment, Hurco is
excited to announce another new option for the Spin Doctor
family of valve exercisers. The new Spin Doctor ERB-800
offers features and quality unmatched by the competition.
Customizable Flexibility
You name it, we can do it! Our Spin Doctor systems can be
configured to meet any of your requirements. We have a
basic list of accessories and configurations, but the sky is
the limit on what we can do to meet your demands.
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Extended-reach
Prior to the ERB-800, horizontal boom
designs just didn’t give you the same
flexibility that was standard with our
Spin Doctor family of valve exercisers.
No matter how you spin it, the Spin
Doctor gives you flexibility, strength
and unparalleled capability. This new
boom is covered by one or more US
Patents and other Patents Pending.
The Competition
Some competitor’s designs require
a clumsy u-joint connection from the
head of the exerciser to the valve
wrench – at best, a very crude connection that can fail in time. The
reason for this u-joint connection is
to compensate for the inflexibility
of their boom design. This design
requires the operator to get under the
valve exerciser head to make
a connection. Because there
is no vertical adjustment to
the boom, the valve exerciser must be on reasonably level ground. When
on a very difficult valve,
the competitions valve
wrench can slip up and
jump off the valve when
under torque. The ability to
reach over an obstruction or
down into a road ditch are
very limited. Design without
flexibility is meaningless if the
valve exerciser cannot reach
the valve or be easily connected to the valve.
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with flexibility
the speed you need when working
on large gear operated valves. The
competition uses a gearbox which can
give you torque but sacrifices speed.
Hurco’s ERB-800 operates at 0 to 60
RPM with torque capability of 950 ft.
lbs intermittent and 800 ft. lbs
continuous.
Patented Innovations
Hurco is proud of the patents it has
acquired over the years. Some of
these patents give us capabilities that
are unmatched by the competition.
Only Valve Star offers you audible and
visual alarms for torque, speed and
revolution count. Only Hurco offers
Patented GPS capability at the
head of the exerciser while you
exercise the valve. These are
just a couple of the important capabilities Hurco has
Patents on. Hurco also has
Patents Pending on

its new auto shut down at set torque
feature while in computer mode or
in manual mode. That means when
your computer fails, you still have auto
shutdown capability at set torque. The
competition doesn’t have it! We also
have additional Patents Pending on
our boom design.

Spin Doctor Flexibility
The Spin Doctor family of valve
exercisers gives you a choice based
on your valve exercising needs. Our
standard Spin Doctor 400 is a simple
design that will handle any valve
requiring 400 ft. lbs or less. This will
include nearly every valve made. Easy
installation makes the Spin Doctor
400 economical. Simply slip the Spin
Doctor 400 into the hitch receiver on
any standard pickup and go to work.
Competitive models require major
modifications, special parts for installation and their inbox design wastes
valuable storage space. When you are

done with the Spin Doctor, just pull it
out of the receiver and store it. Simply
put, you don’t need a special dedicated truck when using the Spin Doctor.
The Spin Doctor Chrome Moly 800 is
a rugged and robust valve exerciser
that is also easily installed in your
pickup receiver. When you are on a

tough valve, the Spin Doctor’s locking shocks will hold firmly eliminating
the valve wrench from jumping off the
valve. The competitions valve wrench
can slip up and jump off the valve.
Manufactured with Chrome Moly steel,
you can rest assured that you will get
years of reliable service and dependability and only Hurco offers a limited
Life Time Warranty. This is another example of Hurco not sparing expense
to bring you the best. The competition
does not offer this expensive option
on their valve exerciser.
The new Spin Doctor ERB-800
uses the same quality features
as the Spin Doctor
Chrome Moly 800
except it

works on a primary horizontal axis
with a vertical lift in the second arm.
The second arm is hydraulically
operated eliminating any lifting by the
operator. This special feature virtually eliminates the valve wrench from
jumping off the valve and gives you
reach capability that is unmatched in
the industry. The competition only has
horizontal movement which limits its
flexibility and with Spin Doctors pivoting head, a u-joint is not required.
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Exercise valves quickly with the new ERB-800.
All of these Spin Doctor models can
be mounted on our Mini-BMT trailer,
our Valve & Vac system, or any standard pickup. Our Valve & Vac models
are skid mounted so they can also be
mounted on your truck as a permanent system.
With these options, you can choose
the right tool for the job. No matter
what your requirements are, Spin
Doctor will meet your demands.
To learn more about the Spin Doctor,
go to our website at www.gethurco.
com.
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Learn More At:
The new Spin Doctor ERB-800 offers features and quality unmatched by the
competition.

For a FREE Demonstration call:

1-800-888-1436

